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Abstract

International Classification of Diseases (ICD)
coding is the task of assigning a patient’s elec-
tronic health records into standardized codes,
which is crucial for enhancing medical ser-
vices and reducing healthcare costs. In Korea,
automatic Korean Standard Classification of
Diseases (KCD) coding has been hindered by
limited resources, differences in ICD systems,
and language-specific characteristics. There-
fore, we construct the Korean Dataset for
Automatic KCD coding (KoDAK) by collect-
ing and preprocessing Korean clinical docu-
ments. In addition, we propose a tokenization
method optimized for Korean clinical docu-
ments. Our experiments show that our pro-
posed method outperforms Korean Medical
BERT (KM-BERT) in Macro-F1 performance
by 0.14%p while using fewer model parame-
ters, demonstrating its effectiveness in Korean
clinical documents.

1 Introduction

International Classification of Diseases (ICD) cod-
ing is the assigning of standardized codes from the
ICD system to patients’ electronic health records.
This is essential for standardizing information
across medical institutions, and it serves as the
foundation for the analysis of medical statistics.
Traditionally, professional coders performed this
task; however, this approach was costly and error-
prone(O’malley et al., 2005; Lang, 2007). Con-
sequently, recent studies have been exploring the
application of deep learning in automatic ICD cod-
ing(Xie and Xing, 2018; Mullenbach et al., 2018;
Zhang et al., 2022).

However, there are noticeable gaps in the re-
search on automatic ICD coding across countries
for various reasons. One reason is the difference
in ICD systems between nations. Each country has
a unique medical environment and requirements,

with the result that many countries use modified
ICD systems(Alharbi et al., 2019; Harrison et al.,
2021; Yan et al., 2022). For instance, in Korea, the
Korean Standard Classification of Diseases (KCD)
was developed. Therefore, a specific model or al-
gorithm may not always be effective and the devel-
opment of models that consider each nation’s ICD
system is essential. Another reason for these dis-
parities is differences in linguistic characteristics.
Each language possesses its own grammar, syn-
tax, and semantic structure, which affect medical
terms and their expression. Hence, models that do
not consider these characteristics may exhibit lim-
ited performance. Lastly, resource availability also
plays an important role. Resource-rich countries
use large-scale clinical data and systematic medical
knowledge resources(Bodenreider, 2004) to accel-
erate automatic ICD coding research(Yuan et al.,
2022). In contrast, in countries with limited data
and resources, research progress may be slower or
more constrained.

To bridge the disparities in research levels across
countries and enhance Korea’s constrained clinical
natural language processing research environment,
we propose a comprehensive approach: the devel-
opment of a new dataset for automatic KCD coding
and the implementation of a tokenization method
tailored for Korean clinical documents. First, we
addressed the lack of Korean datasets for automatic
KCD coding by collecting and preprocessing clin-
ical documents with assigned KCD codes from
Korean clinical environments. Subsequently, we
employed an optimized tokenization method to en-
sure that the automatic KCD coding model accu-
rately captured the linguistic characteristics in the
Korean clinical documents. Our contributions are
as follows:

• To the best of our knowledge, our study is the
first to focus on automatic KCD coding and to
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examine the important factors that need to be
considered for its improvement.

• We construct a Korean Dataset for Automatic
KCD coding (KoDAK) using initial diagnostic
records collected from Korean clinical environ-
ments, and we conduct a thorough statistical anal-
ysis of the data.

• We propose an optimized tokenization method
that effectively captures the linguistic character-
istics of Korean clinical documents.

• Through comparative experiments, we confirm
that the proposed method shows significant im-
provements over the existing approach.

2 KoDAK

The most renowned dataset for automatic ICD cod-
ing is MIMIC-III(Johnson et al., 2016), an English
dataset collected from the intensive care unit. Fur-
thermore, datasets are available for countries with
relatively abundant language resources, such as
China(Cao et al., 2020) and Spain(Goeuriot et al.,
2020). However, there is no such dataset in Ko-
rea, which makes conducting research challenging.
To address this issue, we constructed the Korean
Dataset for Automated KCD coding (KoDAK) for
automatic KCD coding. In this section, we describe
the process of constructing the KoDAK.

2.1 Data Collection
In this study, we collected clinical records from
Konkuk University Medical Center to create the
KoDAK. The data collection process involved
obtaining approval from the institutional review
board and safeguarding patient confidentiality and
anonymity. The collected clinical records consisted
of text written by doctors describing the patient’s
initial diagnosis and symptoms. Similar to the
CCHMC(Pestian et al., 2007) dataset, each record
is labeled with the most appropriate single KCD
code. The dataset encompasses 1,196,739 docu-
ments collected from 23 departments over 17 years,
from 2005 to 2021. Records containing sensitive
information from departments such as psychiatry,
obstetrics, gynecology, and urology were excluded
from the dataset.

2.2 Data Preprocessing
We preprocessed the collected clinical records to
enhance data quality and the accuracy of the anal-
ysis. In the preprocessing step, we first corrected

Clinical
Note

persistent sinus tarsi pain.
painful when walking, very painful
even at night while sleeping.
in the morning, when getting up
and stepping on it, the pain is
so intense it feels like collapsing.

지속적으로 sinus tarsi pain이있음.걸을때

아프고,밤에잘때도너무아프다.아침에

일어나서딛으면주저앉을것처럼아프다.

KCD S9200 (Fracture of calcaneus, closed)

Table 1: Example of clinical note and corresponding
KCD code in the KoDAK, with the English translation
of clinical note separated by a horizontal line. Bold text
indicates English text that appears in the original clinical
note.

for spacing. Because documents are in a free-form
style, spacing errors frequently occur. We used
KoSpacing(Jeon), a Korean spacing correction li-
brary, to rectify the spacing errors. Second, we
eliminated any embedded image links in the doc-
uments that did not offer meaningful information.
Finally, we sorted the entire dataset by text length
and removed the shortest 5% of samples because
they likely contained insufficient information to
determine the KCD codes accurately.

2.3 Data Example and Statistics

Table 1 presents an example of clinical note and
their corresponding KCD code from the completed
dataset. As observed in the clinical notes, doc-
tors often use a combination of Korean and En-
glish when describing symptoms because of the
prevalence of English medical terminology. Con-
sequently, the KoDAK, written by Korean medical
professionals, contains many English words (Ko-
rean: 81%; English: 17%; Other: 2%).

The KoDAK comprises 8,862 KCD codes,
which account for 49% of all the KCD codes. The
dataset shows a long-tail distribution, with the top
20% of the most frequent KCD codes covering ap-
proximately 94% of the dataset. Moreover, the least
frequent 1,894 KCD codes appeared only once in
the dataset.

3 Automatic KCD Coding Approach

3.1 Tokenization

As illustrated in Table 1, English medical terms
such as “sinus tarsi pain” are crucial for KCD
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coding and must be carefully considered during
tokenization. However, the existing Korean medi-
cal language model, KM-BERT(Kim et al., 2022),
does not specifically account for English medical
terms, which results in a low proportion of English
tokens in the vocabulary (Korean: 71%; English:
2%; Other: 27%). This is likely because the training
data for KM-BERT are mostly in Korean, unlike
the KoDAK, which has a higher proportion of En-
glish. Table 2 presents the tokenization results of
the samples in KoDAK using both the proposed
method and the KM-BERT tokenizer.

Tokenizer Tokens

KM-BERT
2007,코,다,친,후, a, n, os, m,
ia, s, n, or, ing, +, a, p, ne, a,가끔

Ours
2, 0, 0, 7,코,다친,후, anosmia,
snoring, +, apnea,가끔

Table 2: Comparison of tokenization results for clini-
cal notes from the KoDAK using KM-BERT and our
proposed method. Bold tokens indicate English medical
terms.

As shown in Table 2, KM-BERT excessively
splits crucial medical terms into smaller units. Such
tokenization can impair a model’s language com-
prehension and make it challenging to train the
model effectively.

To address this issue, we propose an optimized
tokenization strategy that considers the characteris-
tics of the KoDAK. We applied morpheme-aware
subword tokenization(Park et al., 2020) for Korean,
whereas we tokenized English at the word level to
preserve the meanings of essential medical terms
and abbreviations. Other text types, such as num-
bers and special characters, were tokenized at the
character level. Through this tokenization process,
we built a vocabulary of 73,241 tokens that com-
prised 32,390 Korean, 38,659 English, and 45 other
text tokens. Specifically, we determined the number
of English tokens required to preserve as many cru-
cial medical terms as possible to maintain coverage
of over 93%.

3.2 Model
For automatic KCD coding, we utilized a
model based on the transformer encoder architec-
ture(Vaswani et al., 2017), which has been proven
to be effective in various natural language pro-
cessing tasks. Instead of initializing the token em-
beddings with random values, we used a sepa-

rate Word2Vec(Mikolov et al., 2013) to ensure
richer representations for each token. Word2Vec
was trained using the skip-gram approach, and the
results were used as the initial embeddings for the
transformer. Our model comprises six encoder lay-
ers. To classify the final KCD codes, we follow
BERT(Devlin et al., 2019)’s classification model
training framework by feeding the [CLS] token
representation into a linear layer.

To train the model, we employed the cross-
entropy loss function(Good, 1952), which encour-
ages the model to assign higher probabilities to
correct KCD codes.

4 Experiments

4.1 Experimental Settings

The dataset was divided into training and evalua-
tion datasets. For the KCD codes with only one
instance (1,894 labels), the sample was assigned
exclusively to the evaluation data, whereas for the
KCD codes with more than one instance (5,275
labels), the sample was distributed between the
training and evaluation. Consequently, the train-
ing data consisted of 1,130,942 samples, and the
evaluation data consisted of 65,797 samples.

In this study, we used KM-BERT as a compara-
tive model. KM-BERT is a language model for Ko-
rean medical natural language processing designed
to alleviate the challenges in text analysis due to
the agglutinative nature of the Korean language
and complex medical terminology. KM-BERT was
trained on a collection of Korean medical corpora
using BERT’s pre-training framework.

To evaluate the performance of the proposed
method, we used Macro-F1 and Micro-F1, which
are widely recognized metrics for evaluating classi-
fication models.

4.2 Experiment Results

Our proposed model for automatic KCD coding
demonstrated remarkable performance, as shown in
Table 4. Notably, our model outperforms the com-
parative model by achieving a 0.14%p improve-
ment in Macro-F1, which showcases the strength
of the proposed model in consistently enhancing
performance across numerous labels, regardless of
sample size. The results are especially notewor-
thy, considering our model has only 55% of the
parameters of the comparative model, and it is not
pre-trained.
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Clinical Notes Ours KM-BERT

Case 1

accessory thumb left O) at birth V) congenital
patient visited for surgical treatment due to congenital polydactyly.

accessory thumb left O) at birth V) congenital

상기환아선천적다지증으로수술적치료위하여내원함

Q691 M2124

Case 2
2 days ago, after a fall, the patient experienced retrograde amnesia
and visited the outpatient department of our hospital.

2일전넘어진후 retrograde amnesia발생하여본원외래내원함

R412 S0620

Table 3: Case study illustrating the improved KCD code predictions by our proposed model compared with KM-
BERT, with the English translation of clinical notes separated by a horizontal line. Bold text indicates English text
that appears in the original clinical note.

Macro-F1 Micro-F1 Params

KM-BERT 8.59 44.36 105M
Ours 8.73 43.39 60M
w/o W 7.64 41.29 60M
w/o W & T 7.12 40.89 32M

Table 4: Performance comparison of our proposed
model with KM-BERT and ablation study results (w/o
W: without Word2Vec token embedding initialization;
w/o T: using KM-BERT tokenizer instead of our pro-
posed tokenizer).

Although our model showed a relatively lower
performance in Micro-F1, it is important to con-
sider that KM-BERT, the comparative model, was
pre-trained on a large medical corpus. This allows
it to leverage knowledge transfer to improve the
performance of classes with a large number of sam-
ples. Despite this advantage, our proposed model
remains highly competitive and offers a more effi-
cient alternative, especially in terms of model size
and the absence of pre-training requirements.

4.3 Ablation Study

We conducted an ablation analysis to assess the
impact of Word2Vec and the proposed tokenization
method on the performance of the model. Table 4
presents the results of the study.

When Word2Vec was not used (w/o W in Ta-
ble 4), the performance declined across all eval-
uation metrics. This implies that incorporating
Word2Vec enhances the model by offering richer
token representations. In addition, we observed that
using Word2Vec accelerated the model’s conver-
gence (best number of epochs: 18 with Word2Vec,
22 without). Removing both our proposed tokeniza-
tion method and Word2Vec and employing the

KM-BERT tokenizer instead (w/o W & T in Ta-
ble 4), the performance deteriorates further across
all evaluation metrics relative to solely remov-
ing Word2Vec. This finding underscores the pro-
posed tokenization method positively influencing
the model’s performance.

4.4 Case study

We conducted a case study to understand better
the improvements made to the proposed model.
Table 3 lists the cases in which the proposed model
accurately predicted the correct KCD codes.

In Table 3, Case 1 presents a situation where
the correct KCD code is Q691 (accessory thumb).
The proposed model precisely classified it as Q691
by considering the term “accessory thumb” in the
clinical note. On the other hand, the comparison
model misclassified it as M2124 (Flexion defor-
mity, hand), a subclass of M21 (Other acquired de-
formities of limbs), despite the presence of words
like “선천적 (congenital)”, “congenital”, and “at
birth” in the note. In Case 2, the correct KCD code
was R412 (retrograde amnesia). Our model accu-
rately identified it using the phrase “retrograde am-
nesia” from the notes. However, the comparison
model misclassified it as S0620 (diffuse brain in-
jury, without open intracranial wound), a similar
but different code. This demonstrates the effective-
ness of the proposed tokenization method in cap-
turing the meaning of English medical terms and
helping the model better understand and interpret
documents.

5 Conclusion and Future Work

In this study, we introduced the KoDAK as a re-
source for facilitating automatic KCD coding re-
search in Korea, where the lack of suitable datasets
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has hindered such research. Furthermore, we pro-
posed a tokenization method that effectively re-
flects the linguistic features of Korean clinical doc-
uments, thereby ensuring an accurate representa-
tion of crucial medical terms. Our approach outper-
formed KM-BERT, achieving a 0.14%p improve-
ment in Macro-F1 while utilizing fewer parameters
and without pre-training. In future research, we aim
to address the unbalanced label distribution in the
KoDAK and develop an enhanced pre-trained lan-
guage model specifically designed for the Korean
clinical field.
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